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Abstract
The unloading effect of rock mass excavation is an inevitable practice, and it’s often characterized by a relatively large-scale engineering
hazard with a noticeable time lag.
A set of unloading triaxial tests were conducted on a sandstone rock to establish the deformation law and the threshold time. Based
on the renormalization group theory, the unloading sandstone model was developed by considering the interaction between particles.
Similarly, a logistic model was used to predict the unloading damage of sandstone. The unloading time lag damage of sandstone rock
was predicted by using the damage threshold. The research shows that: (1) The higher the degree of unloading, the shorter the timelag failure. (2) The damage range of critical values was optimized. (3) The error between the predicted value and the experimental
value of the time threshold was almost less than 5 %, the prediction result was found to be good, and the employed logistic evolution
model was reasonable. The findings of this research provide a prediction method and precise information about the mechanism of
unloading time lag deformation. Therefore, it can be used as a reference for excavation-support design of underground structures.
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1 Introduction
In many engineering problems, unloading of rock mass
due to excavation is an inevitable practice. Ha, et al. [1]
developed unloading rock mass mechanics theory. After
the excavation of the rock mass, a significant amount of
damage will develop. Some even evolved into engineering disasters, such as rock burst, and wall caving. The
unloading deformation of rock mass will occur in modern
hydraulic engineering, mining engineering, underground
transportation engineering and deep military engineering
construction, which will often result in significant casualties and economic loss. It is a difficult problem to be solved
in the ongoing engineering projects. The deformation and
failure of the rock mass don’t take place immediately after
the excavation. [2–3] As shown in Figure 1, the Lu Niba
Mountain Tunnel was repaired after excavation from July

22 to 28, 2011, until a severe rock burst occurred in the exit
section on August 7, 2011. According to Yang et al., the
maximum rock burst occurred after 5~45h of excavation,
In Jinping II hydropower station. He holds that time delay
is a universal law and intrinsic nature of rock burst [4].
At present, actual and experimental studies can be used
to study the time lag phenomenon. Ömer Aydan [5] studied
time-dependency in rock mechanics and rock engineering
cover the spectrum including coupled processes of thermal,
hydrological and diffusions in rocks. Raheb Bagherpour,
et al. [6] hold that Squeezing and rock burst stands for
large time dependent convergence during tunnel excavation. Zhang Lijie [7] studied the impact of time-lagged
fracture on marble and limestone rocks under high-stress
conditions through laboratory and numerical experiments.
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Fig. 1 Typical rock burst in Lu Niba Mountain Tunnel

The excavation and support systems of underground caverns were numerically simulated, considering the influence
of high stress and duration of failure. During the excavation of underground powerhouse: the laws of deformation, different types of failure modes and key locations
of the mechanical behavior of the surrounding rocks can
be studied. The excavation-support design methods and
monitoring arrangements of the underground powerhouse
are improved. Su Chengdong et al. [8] conducted a comparative experiment on coal specimens by using uniaxial compression and grading loading tests to investigate
the time-delay stress characteristics of coal wall slabs in
mining face. Uniaxial compression test results provided
higher values of mechanical parameters The mechanical
parameters of coal specimens have a higher level ratio of
the graded loading stress, shorter time delay damage, and
obvious time lag. Fan Yong et al. [9] determined the energy
dissipation law of tunnel surrounding rock under different
excavation modes and evaluated the grade of rock burst
based on the released elastic strain energy. The research
shows that the transient unloading induced by the drilling

and blasting method exacerbates the cracking effect of the
surrounding rock compared with the quasi-static unloading caused by the excavation of the tunnel boring machine,
which leads to the increase of the energy dissipation value
during the cracking process. After excavation, the elastic
strain energy of the surrounding rock and the likelihood
of time-delay rock burst will decrease. However, due to
the high energy aggregation characteristics of transient
unloading process, the elastic strain energy, and the risk
of immediate rock burst can be increased in the drilling
and blasting technique. Ma Tianhui et al. [10] conducted
an acoustic emission-assisted rock triaxial creep test and
measured on-site micro-fractures around the tunnel surrounding rock to investigate the time-lagged rock burst.
Micro-fracture precursors and its spatial-temporal evolution of tunnel surrounding rock during the creep process
are studied. Hachimi Dahhaoui, et al. [11] studied creep
behavior of argillaceous rock, and proposed time dependent modeling is based on a numerical homogenization
method. The results show how numerical homogenization
method is capable of effectively modelling macroscopic
creep deformation.
The creep damage model of rock mass under high stress
was constructed based on the evolution law of unloading
creep deformation and the characteristics of the develop-mental stage of creep rate with time.
Many scholars studied the time lag of unloading deformation, failure of a rock mass, and rock burst and laid
a foundation for this research. However, there are few
reports on the time-delay damage of rock mass with different unloading degree of damage. The research on the
time-delay failure mechanism of unloading damaged rock
mass is still insufficient. Based on this, triaxial unloading tests were performed on sandstone rock to capture
the effect of different degree of unloading damages on its
time-delay damage characteristics.
2 Experimental programs
A typical sandstone rock from the Three Gorges reservoir area was used to meet the objectives of this paper.
The cylindrical specimens were 50 mm in diameter by
100mm in height. The specimens were screened based on
their longitudinal wave velocities and rebound values [12].
The conventional triaxial compression and unloading
tests were carried out on the natural state of rock samples. At 20 MPa confining pressure, the triaxial compressive strength of the sandstone was 250 MPa, and the failure yielding unloading confining pressure was 12.5 MPa.
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Table 1 Statisticaldata of time-lagged failure tests
Loading
deviatoric
stresses /MPa

Cumulative
deformation
energy /MJ/m3

Elastic
energy /
MJ/m3

Duration of
failure/s

70%

160.250

1.487

0.600

489.698

80%

161.000

1.258

0.664

159.907

85%

161.375

1.165

0.730

72.687

Unloading
values

90%

161.750

1.048

0.775

30.504

100%

162.500

0.906

0.794

0.000

Fig. 5 Axial strain-time curve for different unloading values

Fig. 2 Time-lagged failure duration curve of sandstone with different
unloading values

Fig. 3 Time-lagged stress-strain curves for different unloading values

Fig. 4 Energy accumulation curve for different unloading values

On this basis, the time-delay damage of rock under different percentages of unloading (70%, 80%, 85%, 90%, and
100%) was carried out. The testing procedures are described
herein under:
The specimens were loaded at 70% of the triaxial compressive strength while the axial stress was constant. The
unloading confining pressure was specified by using 4 different levels (14.75 MPa, 14 MPa, 13.625 MPa, and 13.25
MPa). Different levels of unloading pressure ( 70%, 80%,
85%, and 90%) were applied until failure while the stress
level was constant. The duration of time-lagged failure can
be calculated at a particular confining pressure (at 100% of
unloading the corresponding value is 0).
3 Test results
3.1 Effect of time
Figure 2–5 exhibits the duration curve, time-strain curve,
cumulative deformation energy-time curve and axial
strain-time curve of sandstone rock at different unloading
values. Important test results are tabulated herein under
(Table 1).
As is seen in above:
(1) Cracks are visible on the faces of rock specimens
(Figure 2–3). The higher the unloading value, the shorter
the time it takes to destroy, from 489.698s ~ 30.504s, the
higher the degree of rock fragmentation, and the failure
surface evolves from a single shear fracture to a multi-fork
shear fracture, accompanied by a large amount of white
powder. In particular, a relatively complete sample (P19)
with 70% unloading value has a failure time of 489.698s.
The time lag has a particular relationship with the integrity
of the rock sample. Moreover, the time lag is also closely
related to the initial unloading value. At different unloading values, the stress-strain curves are basically the same.
There is no clear peak point. However, a complete failure
occurred after the increase of stress-constant strain.
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(2) Compared with the compression test in the literature
[4~7], the failure time of this test is obviously small, indicating that the unloading damage has a significant effect
on the time-lag damage time. The reason is mainly due to
the increase of the damage and the decrease of the strength
after the excavation of the rock mass. The duration of the
damage is obviously less than the intact rock sample.
(3) The cumulative deformation energy of the rock sample decreases with the increase of the unloading value, from
1.487MJ/m3 to 0.906 MJ/m3 and the axial strain gradually
decreases (Fig. 4–5). At failure, The cumulative energy
and deformation are relatively small. The elastic energy
gradually increases from 0.600MJ/m3 to 0.794MJ/m3.
In fact, at a higher unloading value, internal cracks and
failure of specimens cannot be fully developed. Besides,
the accumulated elastic energy inside the rock specimen
is increasing.
3.2 Effect of time
Similar to creep curves, the deformation-time curves
showed three different stages [4, 8]: the initial deformation stage, constant velocity deformation stage, and accelerated deformation stage. An enlarged view of the deformation-time curve is shown in Figure 6–9. Typical results
are herein under.
As is seen in Figure 6–9:
(1) With the increase of the unloading value, the ratio
of the initial deformation stage to the duration of failure
is reduced from 14.9% to 0%, and the accelerated deformation stage is increased from 7.5% to 14.1%. After the
unloading value reaches 85%, there is only constant velocity deformation stage and accelerated deformation stage.
As the value of unloading increases, the internal damage
of the rock becomes significant, and the deformation resistance of the rock reduced. As a result, the initial deformation stage reduced and the accelerated deformation stage
increased.
(2) Similar to the creep curves, the time-lag curves
have three stages. However, there are obvious differences
between them. The stress value of the time-delay curve
is generally very close to the peak value, and the stress
value in the accelerated creep phase is smaller than the
peak stress value. Crystal dislocation slip results creep,
and accumulation of internal cracks yields time-lag damage. In the accelerated deformation stage, the time-delay
curve is steeper than the creep curve.

Fig. 6 Partial enlarged view of time-delayed failure at 70% unloading value

Fig. 7 Partial enlarged view of time-delayed failure at 80% unloading value

Fig. 8 Partial enlarged view of time-delayed failure at 85% unloading value

Fig. 9 Partial enlarged view of time-delayed failure at 90% unloading value
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Fig. 11 Renormalization model of unloading damaged sandstone

Fig. 12 Five configurations of unloading damaged sandstone for
primary cells

Fig. 10 Microscopic structure of unloading damaged sandstone

4 Critical damage value of sandstone based on
renormalization group method
In order to predict the duration of the time-lagged failure,
it is necessary to obtain the damage threshold of the prediction model. The critical value of the variable is called
the percolation threshold. Percolation is a natural phenomenon. When the variable that plays a decisive role in
the system reaches a threshold, the state of the system is
abrupt. There exist percolation phenomenon and damage threshold in rock damage process under stress environment. The renormalization group method is an effective method to study the percolation threshold [13–15].
For rocks, it’s a collection of granular skeleton and
cementite. The strength of cemented rock is positively
related to its cementite. For strong rocks cement is part
of the skeleton [16]. As for the engineering rock, it will
inevitably cause different degrees of unloading damage

and decrease in strength after excavation and unloading.
At this time, the cementite is not part of the grain skeleton, and it has low strength. This paper employs the renormalization model of granular rock developed by Liu Zhen,
et al. [17]. However, this study doesn’t consider the interaction between the particles. There is a stress concentration at the nearby member due to particle damage, and the
acting force assigned to the adjacent cementite member.
OlamiZ [18] used a parameter in the OFC model of self-organized criticality to indicate the degree of interaction
between units. Based on this, the author believes that an
interaction coefficient r(0–1) can be used to characterize
the influence degree of particle components. Fig. 10 shows
the unloading microstructure damage of sandstone rock.
Hence, the renormalization model of the unloading damage established in Fig. 11–12.
Due to the high degree of unloading of the rock, significant internal voids or damage resulted (with small rvalue). Therefore, the r value can be used to characterize the degree of interaction between different unloading
degrees of cemented members. P stands for the probability
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of damage of a cemented member 2, and rP represents the
probability of damage of 1or 3. For the primary unit, the
probability of damage can be expressed as follows:
For the first configuration, the probability of failure is: 0
For the second configuration, the probability of failure
is: 0
For the third configuration, the probability of failure is:
2p2 × (1 – p)2 + 4p2 × (1 – p)2 × (rp) × (1 – rp) .
For the fourth configuration, the probability of failure
is: 4p3 × (1 – p) .
For the fifth configuration, the probability of failure is:
p 4.
Therefore, the probability of damage for the primary
cell is:
p1 = 2 p0 2 ×(1− p0 ) + 4 p0 2 ×(1− p0 ) ×(rp0 )×(1− rp0 ) +
2

2

4 p03 ×(1− p0 ) + p0 4

(1)

During renormalization, the probability of cell damage
at (n + 1)th scale is Pn+1:
pn+1 = 2 pn 2 ×(1− pn ) + 4 pn 2 ×(1− pn ) ×(rpn )×(1− rpn ) +
2

2

4 pn 3 ×(1− pn ) + pn 4

(2)

The damage Pn value of sandstone (Figure 13) for different degrees
of damage is [0.500, 0.618]. After fitting,
 −r 


 0.505 
pn = 0.141× e
+ 0.477 , and the correlation coefficient
was 0.999.
For verification purpose, the damage value is calculated
based on the experimental data. Rock damage is a continuous process of strength weakening and plastic deformation. Therefore, in the residual damage value Dr, the
deformation modulus was investigated, and only the initial damage existed. The authors consider the variation of
deformation modulus in the full stress-strain curve of rock
as the development of damage.

Fig. 13 Critical value curve for unloading damaged sandstone

The damage can be defined as:
D = 1−

E
Em

(3)

where, Em is the maximum deformation modulus.
The critical damage values of different unloading values of 90%, 85%, 80%, and 70% were calculated to be
0.611, 0.603, 0.581, and 0.569, respectively. All of them are
within the range of Pn values, and proved the rationality of
the investigated critical value.
Based on the critical damage value of Figure 13, one
can realize that:
(1) Yu Shouwen, et al [19] considered the damage
threshold range is between 0.2 and 0.8. Similarly, the damage threshold range was defined between 0.4 and 0.8 by
XieLiyang, et al [20]. Gao Baobin, et al. [21–22] obtained
the damage value of the rock sample failure into the residual stage through the test, which is about 0.650~0.670. It
is very close to the critical value [0.500, 0.618] obtained
in this paper. The range is smaller, and the test results are
within the damage critical value range determined by the
renormalization theory. It proves the rationality of the established renormalization model and the critical value sought.
(2) The critical damage value decreases when the interaction coefficient increases from 0 to 1. The relationship
between the damage value and the interaction coefficient of
 −r 
sandstone is obtained by fitting, p = 0.141× e 0.505 + 0.477 ,
n
and the corresponding correlation coefficient is 0.999.
(3) The critical value of the damage was increasing
wh-en the unloading values increased. This is because of
the failure characteristics of the rock sample throughout
the test, and complies with the assumption made in the
previ-ous section. Therefore, it was logical to characterize
the influence of different unloading values by using the
inter-action coefficient.
5 A model for time-lag failure of unloading damaged
sandstone
After unloading of the rock mass, the damage variable
becomes less than 1. The authors believed to predict theduration of sandstone unloading damage based on a critic-al
value, and establish an equation to provide a theoretic-al
basis. With the development of damage mechanics, theprevious researchers got many findings and established plenty
of damage evolution models [23–27]. The developed models are either segmented or complicated. They have some
limitations. The damage value of rock at the residualstrength
stage is 1. According to Zhao Minghua et al. [28], the
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Logistic growth curve ("S" curve) is the process of occurrence, development, and maturity. Chudnovsky [29] believes
that the process of rock deformation is a nonlinear growth
and evolution process, and there is a process of occurrence,
development and maturity. Wang Xiaorui [30] believes that
the surrounding rock-time curve is shaped like an "S" when
it is stable. It is feasible to use the Logistic model to analyze
the growth curve. The total nu-mberof cracks and the damage evolution curve of rock showedan "S" shape cumulative
growth during the process of failure (Wen Tao et al [22, 31]).
Therefore, the damageevolution process of rock specimens
can be simulated by using the logistic model. However, at
present, the researc-h on logistic growth model in geotechnical engineering mainly focuses on the prediction of soil
foundation settle-ment, and there are few reports on the
applied research, particularly on rock damage evolution.
Based on this, the authors established a Logistic evolution
model for the unloading rock damage (hereinafter referred
to as R-L model). In Section 4, based on the renormalization
group theory, the damage threshold of unloaded sandstone
is obtained between [0.500, 0.618]. Therefore, based on the
specified range, the R-L model can be used to predict the
ti-me range of the time-delayed damage of sandstone with
different degrees of unloading damage.
The damage growth curve has the following
characteristics:
(1) The curve does not pass through the origin.
Naturally, rock masses are more or less damaged due to
the different in-situ conditions.
(2) Monotonically increasing, as time progresses,
dama-ge also increases.
(3) Damage is bounded. At a particular time, the damage value is steady.
The R-L model is as follows:
Dt =

(a1 − a2 )
  t m
1 +  
  t 

0 

+ a2

(4)

In the above formula, Dt is a predictable value for the damage at time t, and a1, a2, m, and t0 are unknown coefficients. The
initial damage of the rock reflected by a1 is determined by the
initial unloading value and the origin-al occurrence environment. a2 is a parameter reflecting the critical damage value.
m is a parameter that governs the convergence speed of the
damage curve. t0 is related to the time-lagged failure time. All
parameters can be established by using a curve-fitting technique (Figure 14). Specific parameters are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Parameters of R-L model for different unloading values
unloading
values
70%

a1

a2

t0

m

R2

0.097

0.572

490.103

10054.177

0.964

80%

0.105

0.582

160.277

1974.497

0.975

85%

0.092

0.603

73.799

19607.140

0.995

90%

0.092

0.611

32.396

2035.541

0.994

Fig. 14 Damage evolution curve of unloading and fitting curve for
sandstone

(1) The experimental results can provide data support
for the prediction model and verify the rationality of the
model. Based on the calculation, the predicted time ranges
of failure with different unloading values of 90%, 85%,
80%, and 70% are [32.416s, 33.874s], [73.804s, 73.833s],
[160.400s, 167.820s], and [490.190s, 494.47s], respectively. The measured timelag during the test was 30.504s,
72.687s, 159.907s, and 489.698s. The error range is [6.3%,
11.1%], [1.5%, 1.6%], [0.3%, 4.9%], and [0.1%, 1.0%]. The
error is almost within 5.0%. Although the prediction error
for 90% unloading is between 6.3% and 11.1%, and its
error range is only [1.912s, 3.370s] due to its small base.
Relatively, the error is almost negligible, the overall prediction result is good, R 2 are all above 0.96, and the establishhed R-L model is reasonable.
(2) After the real excavation, it is necessary to calcula-te the unloading damage degree of different areas of
the surrounding rock mass according to the stress state
and excavation amounts of the surrounding rock mass, and
thenpredict the duration of the damage by the prediction
method proposed in this paper. It can provide reference for
engineering support time and measures.
6 Conclusions and discussion
(1) During the time-delay test, the duration of rock
sample failure decreases gradually while the unloading
value increases (i.e., from 489.698s and 30.504s when the
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unloading was 70% and 90%, respectively). The higher
the unloading, the higher the rock fragmentation and the
failure surface evolves from a single shear fracture to a
multi-fork shear fracture. It shows that the duration of the
time-delayed damage has a particular relationship with
the integrity of the rock sample and is closely related to
the unloading capacity.
(2) Based on the renormalization group theory, the interaction coefficient r was introduced, and the renormalization model for the unloading damaged sandstone was established. The damage threshold range of unloaded sandstones
was [0.500, 0.618]. The rationality of the model was verified.
(3) After analyzing the damage curve trend, the
Logistic growth model was introduced, and the duration
of the time-delay damage for the unloaded sandstone was
predicted by using the critical threshold range. The prediction result was found to be good. It can be used as a reference for similar engineering problems.
(4) It should be pointed out that the study of time-delay mechanism of unloading rock mass deformation is a
very complex scientific problem, and the experiment in this
paper was conducted by using 20 MPa confining pressure.
Further studies can be conducted to strengthen the current
knowledge.
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